EG 792
Programming Assignment #2
An OOA for Penny and Ben
Due 2/5/03, in class

The first part of a OOA in *finding classes and objects*. Carry out this step for the following problems.

(1) Penny Parker needs a Purchasing Program. She makes purchases from different suppliers of various art supplies. Suppliers ship the supplies to Penny (sometimes only some of what she purchased) and send her bills. Penny does not want to get over charged.

(2) Ben Barkley just bought a hotel in BarBatoes. He need software to bill guests. Guests stay in rooms, buy drinks from the bar, and eat in the restaurant. BarBatoes has no taxes, so you need not worry about such.

What to hand it

(1) Step one of the OOA for Penny Parker’s Purchasing Program and Ben Barkley’s BarBatoes Bar.